Sickle Cell Disease
Sickle cell disease (SCD)
is the UK’s biggest
genetic blood disorder.
SCD is often invisible
in nature: people look
well despite experiencing
regular episodes of
excruciating pain. It is
important to understand
their experiences of
living with the condition
to identify how we can
improve their care.
A survey by Picker and
NIHR CLAHRC Northwest
London in partnership
with the Sickle Cell
Society, found the need
for greater awareness
of the condition and
more information about
coping with pain and
treatment options.
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AWARENESS
OF SICKLE
CELL DISEASE
A survey by Picker and NIHR CLAHRC Northwest
London in partnership with the Sickle Cell Society

How is SCD caused?

How many people have SCD?

SCD produces unusually shaped rigid red blood cells that can
cause problems as they can become stuck in blood vessels.

NORMAL
Coping with pain

Knowledge of healthcare staff

SCD affects approximately
15,000 people in England.

Healthcare staff ‘Definitely
knew enough about SCD’:
• 76% in specialist
planned care settings
• 45% in emergency
care settings

SCD
Understanding from
Healthcare staff

38% of

respondents
felt they did not
have enough
information
about coping

with pain
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Understanding from friends, Family & society
• 86% of respondents felt their
friends, family and co-workers

Healthcare staff were

fully sympathetic
and understanding:
• 68% in specialist

did not know or understand
enough about their condition.
• 62% reported healthcare staff did
not give enough information
to others, such as schools or

planned care
settings.
• 51% in emergency
care settings

employers, about their condition.

LIVING WITH SCD

Treatment options

21% of

respondents did
not have enough
information
about different

treatment
options but

would like this.

“When people look
at you they think
there’s nothing
wrong, because
it’s not visible
in any way”.

ACT
NORMAL
HOW?

ACHE!
PAIN!

WHY?

HELP!

